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rowing up we all learned to expect consequences from
our actions. The same lesson applies as we examine the
new hours-of-service changes and the response of ship-
pers to stop-off price increases by carriers.

The much anticipated rate increases have begun. How these
increases affect you, the shipper, depends on what you ship and
how you use your transportation options. The first increases
appear to be targeting stop-off charges in multistop truckload
movements. Why? Because the HOS change that includes waiting
time as driving time has its biggest most visible and immediate
impact on these types of moves.

Running out of driving time that now includes waiting time
before you run out of stop-off deliveries is a very real
concern for carriers and is compounded for those with
complex networks. Clearly it is important for the con-
signee to turn the truck quickly for the “greater good” of
the movement and these turns should be done quickly.

Unfortunately, the consignees are shielded from the
economic pain of excessive delays. To buffer the end of
run uncertainty, carriers have begun presenting shippers
with escalating stop-off schedules that in most cases are
more than $300 for the third stop and beyond. This com-
pares with historical stop-off
charges of $50 to $85, depending
upon the carrier.

These increased charges effec-
tively eliminate the economic ad-
vantage of making many multistop
truckload moves. What from a car-
rier perspective is primarily a driver compensation issue becomes
a significant comparative cost change and challenge for many
shippers. What is changing is the “advantage” of using the multi-
stop truckload method for LTL or partial truckload movements
that many shippers have enjoyed is being eliminated or limited to
larger stops.

Measuring the economic advantage of multistop truckloads
is typically based upon separate LTL/truckload costs. Depicted
above (chart) is an actual multistop movement made by a
shipper in December, the cost then, the cost under the new
stop-off charges and the cost of shipping direct LTL (which has
not changed).

A senior national LTL executive commented: “We have already
started to see some of the larger LTL shipments which most
recently have gone the way of multistop TL’s come back to LTL.”

Building multistop truckloads now requires a high level of
diligence as the rules have changed. In this example the new stop-
off charges make LTL the least expensive way to move this freight.

Multistop truckload and pool distribution always have been
“tweeners.” These unique methods of distribution fall between
LTL and truckload. High density to a market in the case of pool

distribution and the relationship between stop-off charges and
LTL rates for multistop TL enabled a cost effective method shift.
In the case of multistop truckload, the rules have changed for
many shippers in favor of LTL.

One transportation manager spent years building such
“tweeners” using a multistop truckload process to increase ser-
vice and decrease cost. Her comment on today’s HOS changes:
“Over the past weeks I have had to instruct our shipping facilities
to discontinue using carrier after carrier based upon new stop-off
charges ranging up to $650. This is an evolving quagmire which
may result in a dramatic increase in LTL for us.”

Larger shippers should re-examine the opportunity for pool dis-
tribution in areas where shipment density permits. Both multistop
truckload and pool distribution require looking at the mix of a

series of shipments and creating something that is non-
transactional. This requires more skill, time and/or tech-
nology than just determining parcel vs. LTL vs. truckload.

Other shippers have addressed this challenge from
an additional dimension: carrier mix.

Moving freight away from larger carriers towards
smaller firms and brokers with nonexistent or less com-
plex networks is a reality for many shippers today. Large
truckload carriers operate incredibly complex networks
with in-transit variability created by a large number of

stop-offs that cause planning and
cost problems. Their current stop-
off pricing seems to bear out a con-
cern that this may not be business
they want.

Another logistics director tells
us that some carriers and brokers

are not requesting radical stop-off increases. This shipper tells us,
when you do the math, the new answer is LTL if price and service
requirements are met, broker-truckload and smaller truckload
where there are cost advantages, and judicious use of national
truckload carriers with a limited number of stop-offs.

Many shippers are angry about the lack of “facts” being pre-
sented to justify these large increases in stop-off changes.
Unfortunately, this would require opening a “Pandora’s Box” of
trouble — publishing drivers’ logs, that is — which is in the
best interest of no one.

Few will argue that there is less “practical work time,” defined
as driving miles on the road, for truckload and multistop truck-
load carriers under the new rules. Drivers and carriers need to be
compensated for this. The unanswered question is in what areas
and to what extent is right and fair?

Beyond mode and mix shifting, what can a multistop truckload
shipper do to mitigate these dramatic increases in overall expense? 

The problem exists at the delivery/shippers’ customer level.
Many carriers are going to highlight any delivery that takes more
than an expected time frame — an hour, for example — as a
problem. The large increases to stop-off charges could be inter-
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Stop-Off Charge Changes
Old: 1st–$55 2nd–$55 3rd–$85

New: 1st–$150 2nd–$300 3rd–$500
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